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One of the most serious threats to employee health is
the inhalation of toxic airborne materials produced by
various industrial processes.  Once inhaled, these
contaminants can give rise to a myriad of deleterious health
effects ranging from a simple nuisance to vital organ damage
or neoplasm.  Occupational health professionals,
particularly industrial hygienists, constantly seek ways to
eliminate these exposures or at least to control them to
harmless levels.
As illustrated in figure (1), a variety of control
measures are available to assist the industrial hygienist in
achieving the goal of reduced exposure.  Certain of these
methods are more effective than others.  Typically,
engineering control measures such as substitution or
isolation that do not require active employee participation
are more successful than those such as personal protective
equipment (respirators) which essentially shift much of the
responsibility for protection to the employee.
If substition, change of process, enclosure, or
isolation are not feasible, other engineering controls may
be necessary.  In some situations, dilution ventilation may
be adequate to reduce worker exposure.  Dilution ventilation
is simply reducing the concentration of contaminant in
workroom air by diluting it with uncontaminated air.
Dilution ventilation may be sufficient if the toxicity of
the contaminant is low, the worker is far enough away from
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the point of contaminant evolution, and the quantity of
contaminant is low and uniformly released [2].
However, more often, in an industrial environment, it
is desirable to remove a contaminant as close to its source
as possible, before it has a chance to escape into the
general workroom air.  This is particularly true for the
more toxic materials.  For this reason, local exhaust
ventilation is often employed as a viable engineering
solution to this problem.
Local exhaust ventilation is a means of inducing air
movement to capture and remove the contaminant at or near
its source.  The basic elements comprising a local exhaust
ventilation (LEV) system are well documented in standard
industrial hygiene literature and are illustrated in figure
(2).  These elements are a hood (or hoods), ductwork, an air
cleaning device (if necessary), and a fan to induce air
movement [1,2,3,4].
The hood is perhaps the most important part of the
system since it is the opening into the system through which
the contamimant flows after being entrained by the air
currents [3].  The hood should enclose as much of the
process as possible.  If complete enclosure is not feasible,
the hood should be as close to the source as possible and
shaped and positioned so as to make use of any
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The ductwork is the piping system through which the
contaminant-laden air flows.  Its design and construction
are determined by many factors such as the type of material
conveyed, temperature, and plant layout, for example.
The function of the air cleaning device is to remove
the contaminant from the air stream before it is exhausted
to the outside environment.  Many different types of
cleaners exist and proper selection depends on concentration
and particle size of contaminant, degree of collection
required, characteristics of the air or gas stream,
characteristics of the contaminant, energy requirements, and
method of dust disposal [2].
The fan provides the means of inducing air flow by
creating a pressure differential between the atmosphere and
inside of the system.  The magnitude of this pressure
difference determines the quantity of air entering the
system.  At the end of the LEV design procedure, a specific
fan is selected that will move the required amount of air
against the necessary pressure differential.
LEV has been utilized in industry since early in the
twentieth century.  However, the basic parameters used to
design these systems have changed very little over the last
fifty years.  Presently, new concepts are being explored
that may significantly improve the current state of LEV
design with the ultimate goal of providing the best possible
protection for the employee at the lowest possible cost.
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CURRENT BASIS OF LEV DESIGN
The sizes, shapes, and configurations of LEV systems
are almost as varied as the industrial processes they are
designed to control.  Round openings, rectangular openings,
slotted openings, booths, and cabinets, to name a few, all
have their applications to various situations.  However, all
LEV systems have one particular design parameter in common;
capture velocity.  Capture velocity is defined as the "air
velocity at any point in front of the hood or at the hood
opening necessary to overcome opposing air currents and to
capture the contaminated air at that point by causing it to
flow into the hood." [2].  The idea is that if you move
enough air into the hood you will also "capture" the
contaminant as well.
Historically, capture velocity has been the basis for
calculating the required air flow into local exhaust hoods.
The system designer must somewhat subjectively determine the
capture velocity necessary to entrain the contaminants given
off by the particular process he or she wishes to control.
Guidelines such as table (1) are available to aid in this
determination.  In practice, the selection of hood
configuration and air flow is normally made by consulting
the ACGIH Ventilation Manual [2] for a "tried and true" VS
print that approximates the desired application.  McDermott
concludes "The best way to determine the needed capture
velocity and airflow is to seek out similar equipment and
operating conditions at other plants or else build a few
TABLE  /
Condition of Dispersion
of Contaminant Examples Capture Velocity, fpmReleased with practically no
velocity into quiet air. Evaporation from tanks; degreasing,etc. 50-100
Released at low velocity into
moderately still air. Spray booths; intermittent containerfilling; low speed conveyor transfers;
welding; plating; pickling
100-200
Active generation into zone of
rapid air motion Spray painting in shallow booths;barrel filling; conveyor loading;
crushers
200-500
Released at high initial velocity
into zone of very rapid air motion. Grinding; abrasive blasting, tumbling 500-2000
In each category above, a range of capture velocity is shown.  The proper choice of values depends onseveral factors:
Lower End of Range                                                 Upper End of Range
1. Room air currents minimal or favorable to capture.       1.  Disturbing room air currents.2. Contaminants of low toxicity or of nuisance value            2.  Contaminants of high toxicity,only.
3. Intermittent, low production.                                                 3.  High production, heavy use.4. Large hood—large air mass in motion. ,                           4.  Small hood—local control only.
SOURCE:  REFERENCE Z
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hoods (even out of cardboard) and test their effectiveness
at different airflows." [3].
Once a suitable capture velocity has been selected, the
volumetric rate of air flow to achieve it must be
calculated.  The question is, "How much air, in cubic feet
per minute (cfm), must be moved into the hood to obtain the
desired capture velocity at a given distance in front of the
hood?".
Empirically determined equations for making these
calculations have appeared in literature since J.M. Dalla
Valle's [5] work in the 1930's.  Working with a special
pitot tube, he mapped velocity contours for plain and
flanged round and rectangular ducts.  He concluded that, for
the purpose of LEV design, the centerline velocity is the
most practical parameter.  The following equations,
published in the most recent edition of the Industrial
Ventilation Manual [2], are simplified forms of Dalla
Valle's original equations:
(1) Q = V(10xH A)     for plain rectangular ducts of
aspect ratios (width/length) of
0.2 or greater, or round, and,
(2) Q = 0.75V(10x^+ A)  for flanged rectangular ducts of
aspect ratios of 0.2 or greater,
or round
where Q = quantity of air required
to achieve the necessary
capture velocity (cfm)
V = centerline capture velocity
(fpm)
X = distance from hood face to
point in ceterline (feet).
Several years after Dalla Valle, Silverman [6,7]
examined centerline velocities for flanged and unflanged
round and slotted openings.  Although he considered his
equations for round openings to be an improvement on Dalla
Valle's work, they did not "catch on" with most ventilation
designers and have not been incorporated in the Industrial
Ventilation Manual [2].  However, simplified forms of his
equations for flanged and unflanged slots are presented in
the Manual as follows:
(3) Q = 3.7LVX      for unflanged slots of aspect
ratios less than or equal to
0.2, and,
(4) Q = 2.6LVX      for flanged slots of aspect
ratios less than or equal to 0.2
where L = length of slot (feet)
V = centerline capture velocity (fpm)
X = distance from hood face to point
in ceterline where capture velocity
is achieved (feet).
It is interesting to note that neither Dalla Valle nor
Silverman completely accounted for the effects of hood
aspect ratio or flanging on the centerline velocity
gradients.  Silverman's equations cannot be used to
calculate velicities very close to the hood face because as
X approaches zero, V becomes indeterminate.
More recently, Fletcher [8] undertook to determine
empirical equations to calculate hood centerline velocities
as a function of volumetric flow rate, distance from hood
face along centerline, and aspect ratio.  After examining
aspect ratios from 1:1 to 1:16 he concluded that the
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centerline velocity was very much dependent on aspect ratio
and that any equation which neglected this relationship
could not be correct.  His results indicate that at a given
distance, hood area, and flow rate, the centerline velocity
increases with increasing aspect ratio.  Through various
curve fitting techniques he developed a rather unweildly
equation that he subsequently used to construct the nomogram
that appears as figure (3).  Using this nomogram, the ratio
of centerline velocity to average hood face velocity can be
determined from the hood aspect ratio and the ratio of
centerline distance to square root of hood face area.
Fletcher also qualitatively studied how flanging
affects the centerline velocity in front of local exhaust
hoods [9].  His results demonstrate that the addition of a
flange can produce a large increase in the velocity at a
given point in front of the hood.  He reported that the
optimum flange width is equal to the square root of the hood
face area. He also states that the effect of the flange
becomes increasingly more pronounced as the aspect ratio
decreases so that slot type hoods show the most benefit from
flanging.  However, he offered no empirical equations to
calculate the observed effects of flanging.
Fletcher and Johnson [10] looked at the effect of an
adjacent plane on the velocity profiles around a hood. They
concluded that for a given hood, flow rate, and distance, a
much higher velocity can be produced in front of a hood on a
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Additionally, to maintain the same velocity at a given
distance in front of the hood, less air is required when the
hood rests on a plane than when it has no obstruction.
Within the last decade. Garrison [11] has evaluated the
work of Dalla Valle and Silverman using much smaller inlets
and higher velocities, i.e., high velocity/low volume
systems.  Among other things, he concluded that the
empirical equations published in the Ventilation Manual [2]
from Dalla Valle's and Silverman's work were generally
appropriate.  However, he disagreed with the flat 33 per
cent increase in centerline velocity velocity attributed to
flanging the circular or rectangular inlets as is
recommended in the Manual.  His data indicate that a more
realistic centerline velocity increase would be on the order
of 20 to 3 0 per cent.  He also recommended that Silverman's
equations be restricted to centerline distance/hood diameter
(or hood width) ratios of 0.4 or greater because, as was
mentioned previously, as x approaches 0, V becomes
indeterminate.
In a later paper Garrison [12] provides the following
non-dimensional equations that describe centerline velocity
gradients in terms of distance, inlet end shape, and
flanging:
(5) Y(near) = a(b) ^''^
(6) Y(far) = a(Xdw)^
where Y = centerline velocity/hood face velocity
Xdw = centerline distance/hood diameter (or hood width
for rectangular hoods)
"''.- :^jf'- '- -J-
Empirical Design Data for Nondimensional Centeriine Velocity Gradients
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30          10
40          18Rounded 98 0.50 145 0.23 -- " 33 -2.2 2.5 69         33
Square Plain 107 0.09 — .- 10 -1.7 10 -1.7 1.5 32         10(WLR-1.0) Flanged 107 0.11 -- -- 12 -1.6 12 -1.6 1.5 36          12
Rectangular Plain 107 0.14 — — 18 -1.2 18 -1.7 2.0 41          18(WLR=0.50) Flanged 107 0.17 -- -- 21 -1.1 21 -1.6 2.0 45         21
Rectangular Plain 107 0.18 — — 23 -1.0 23 -1.5 2.5 46         23{WLR:0.25) Flanged 107 0.22 -- -- 27 -0.9 27 -1.4 3.0 50         27Narrow slot Plain 107 0.19 — .. 24 -1.0 24 -1.2 3.5 48         24(WLR=0.10) Flanged 107 0.22 -- -- 29 -0.8 29 -1.1 4.0 50         29
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LIMITATIONS OF CAPTURE VELOCITY DESIGN
In the past few years several investigators have begun
to question the usefulness of capture velocity as the
important parameter in the LEV design process.  Ellenbecker,
et al [14] point out inadequacies such as the inability to
account for the effects of crossdrafts or other air
disturbances, the uncertainty involved in shaping the hood
and distributing face velocities for the most efficient
contaminant capture, and the difficulty in determining the
optimum air flow that gives the necessary contaminant
control for the lowest energy expenditure.  The authors
point out that even when the current design method is
conscientiously applied, only a qualitative prediction of
the hood's ability to capture contaminants is provided.
Esmen, et al [15] comment that design based on one
dimensional centerline capture velocities cannot include
effects due to hot sources or impediments, nor can it be
used to determine optimally designed geometric hood shapes.
Flynn and Ellenbecker [16] cite the "trial and error"
nature of the capture velocity design methodology and the
lack of a specific technique for determining how much
capture velocity is needed for a particular process.  In a
subsequent article [17] they illustrate the inadequacy of
the one dimensional centerline approach by pointing out the
case when the contaminant source is not right on the
centerline or when it is so large that "centerline velocity"
• ^TSS* '-. •'^: '^^^ RT"
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will not adequately describe the flow field over much of the
contaminant generation area.
Roach [18] states that "...it is inadvisable to design
the ventilation of an exhaust hood so as merely to produce a
standard capture velocity or standard entrance velocity, as
the velocity chosen may be excessively high or, what would
be worse, not high enough."
Fletcher and Johnson [19] demonstrated that the removal
of gases and submicron particles released at low velocities
on the centerline of LEV hoods can be predicted by the
traditional concept of capture velocity.  However, when the
direction of contaminant release is away from the hood at
velocities greater that about 0.21 m/sec the capture
velocity concept is not valid in that a higher velocity is
needed at the source to entrain the contaminant than that
published in the Ventialtion Manual [2].
Heinson and Choi [20] list the following flaws in the
current design methods:
(1) Contaminant concentration in the vicinity of the
source cannot be predicted.
(2) The effect of changes in design (such as system
dimensions or volumetric flow rate) on the performance of a
system cannot be estimated.
(3) Even though the performance of a particular system
is known, the effect of geometrically scaling it up or down
in unpredictable.
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(4) An engineer designing a system for a new process
(one for which a LEV design does not appear in published
literature) is left to design basically from scratch with
little knowledge of the effectiveness of the resulting
system.
(5) The idea of providing a certain velocity to capture
contaminants is inconsistant with the laws of fluid
mechanics.  Contaminants move because they are suspended in
a moving medium and thus, without its fluid medium, a
contaminant has no motion to be captured.
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THE CAPTURE EFFICIENCY CONCEPT
In an effort to significantly improve the current
practice of LEV design, a new concept, capture efficiency,
has been introduced and studied.  Capture efficiency has
been defined by Ellenbecker et al [14] as "the fraction of
the airborne contaminants generated by a source that is
captured by the LEV system controlling it".  This can be
stated mathmatically by the following relationship:
(7) n = G'/G
where G == contaminant generation rate (g/s)
G' = LEV contaminant capture rate
The authors state that the capture efficiency is a
function of several variables; volumetric airflow through
the hood (Q), the hood face area (A), the centerline
separation between the hood and the source (X), the
crossdraft velocity (Vc), and the source temperature (T).
Neglecting temperature, it was shown that capture efficiency
is related to the functional group, g, which can be
described by dimensionless variables;
(8) g = (Vc/Vof (X/A)^
where Vo is the average face velocity (Q/A) and a and b are
experimentally determined constants.
The authors report that preliminary measurements
suggest a form such as
(9)   n = (1 + Kg) or n = e
where K is an experimentally determined constant.
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Various laboratory and field experiments were conducted
to actually measure capture efficiency using an aerosol
generator and a light scattering photometer.  The aerosol
source was placed inside the hood to give a 100 per cent
photometer reading.  The source was then moved to the
desired point of contaminant generation (X) and a second
photometer reading was obtained.  The ratio of the two
values gives the hood capture efficiency.
The authors expressed optimism that this and subsequent
work in this area would lead to future LEV design for
capture efficiency rather than capture velocity.  Capture
efficiency being the more desirable parameter because it
relates directly to airborne concentration of contaminant.
A more rigorous theoretical development of capture
efficiency as it relates to a flanged circular hood is given
by Flynn and Ellenbecker [16].  A model was developed which
can predict capture efficiency for a flanged circular hood
acting on a point source of gaseous contaminant at low
strength.  The presence of a cross draft perpendicular to
the hood centerline is also handled in the model.
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CURRENT DESIGN PROCEDURE VERSUS
BREATHING ZONE CONCENTRATION
Perhaps the most fundamental deficiency in designing an
LEV system to provide a specific capture velocity at a
certain point of contaminant generation is that it tells the
designer nothing quantitatively about how effective he or
she will be in achieving the overall goal of reducing the
concentration of contaminant in the employees breathing zone
to an acceptable level.  (The breathing zone is defined as a
sphere of one foot radius from the worker's nose/mouth
area.)  Even when the target capture velocity is achieved,
no method exists that can relate this velocity to the
breathing zone concentration.  Similarly, a designer who
wishes to achieve a certain target concentration of
contaminant (for example, one half of the OSHA Permissable
Exposure Limit) has no means of quantitatively determining
the ventilation required to do so.  One cannot say, for
example, that if a particular capture velocity is provided,
a certain level of protection is achieved.
The concept of capture efficiency seeks to alleviate
this inadequacy by quantifying the amount of contaminant
that escapes the hood.  This certainly is a much more useful
way of determining the efficacy of a hood in removing
contaminants from a process.  However, ultimately the
effectiveness of LEV should not be measured by how
efficiently it removes contaminant but rather by its ability
to protect the worker from exposure to contaminants.
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Consider a worker in a spray paint booth.  In a well
designed booth, virtually all of the contaminant is
eventually captured, giving a capture efficiency of 100 per
cent.  However, most spray painters are required to wear
respiratory protection because a significant quantity of
contaminant passes through their breathing zone before being
removed.
Clearly, a method of LEV design that somehow relates
design parameters to breathing zone concentration would be
most useful in protecting employees. However, before such a
model can be developed, a fundamental interaction must be
investigated; that of the worker with the flow field.
Previous analytical models describing flow fields into
hoods [16,17,20] have used potential theory as the
theoretical basis.  In potential flow, the assumptions are
made that the fluid is both incompressible (the volume
expansion is negligible) and irrotational (negligible local
angular velocity) [21].  These assumptions are valid in the
free field where no object is present to obstruct the flow.
While these models have certain applications, instances
arise when the worker becomes a significant obstacle in the
path of air flowing into the hood.
An object (such as a person) in the flow field
questions the validity of the potential theory approach in
two ways.  First, by its very presence the object acts as an
obstacle, a physical obstruction to the flow of air into the
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hood.  As such it perturbs the boundary conditions for the
solution of Laplace's equation [22].
Secondly, and most important for our discussion, when
fluid flows past a blunt body, a boundary layer is formed on
the surface of the body.  A portion of the fluid adheres to
the wall of the object and thus, near the wall, the motion
of a thin layer of the fluid is retarded by frictional
forces.  Within this layer, fluid velocity increases from
zero (at the wall) to the velocity of the moving fluid
stream (external frictionless flow).  This thin layer is
called the boundary layer [23].
As fluid approaches a blunt object, such as a circular
cylinder, the boundary layer is formed on the upstream side
as depicted in figure (4).  If the flow is frictionless,
fluid particles are accelerated on the upstream side of the
cylinder and decelerated on the downstream side.  Since
acceleration of a fluid across a surface reduces pressure
and deceleration increases pressure, the pressure on the
upstream side is decreased while downstream side pressure is
increased.  As fluid moves around the cylinder, pressure is
transformed into kinetic energy on the upstream side and
then back into pressure on the downstream side.  Outside the
boundary layer the flow is nearly frictionless while inside
large frictional forces exist due to the large velocity
gradient across the layer.
Imagine a fluid particle in the boundary layer moving
around the cylinder adjacent to the wall.  Because of the
23
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high frictional forces inside the layer, it uses up a large
portion of its kinetic energy circumventing the upstream
side of the cylinder.  Not enough kinetic energy is left to
allow it to continue on its path around the cylinder into
the area of increasing pressure on the downstream side.  It
eventually stops and, because of this increasing pressure
(adverse pressure gradient) begins moving in the opposite
direction (reverse motion).  A vortex is formed which grows,
separates, and moves downstream.  Separation occurs more
quickly in laminar flow that in turbulent flow as is
depicted in figure (5).  The adverse pressure gradient on
the downstream side of the cylinder is more effective
against laminar flow.  Turbulent flow is more resistant to
the adverse pressure and separates farther along the
downstream side.  This results in a large wake for laminar
flows and a smaller wake for turbulent flows [21].
25
VORTEX SHEDDING
As vortices move away from the body, a regular,
alternating pattern of shedding is noted.  This alternating
arrangement of shedding is called a Karman vortex street.
Schlichting [23] states that this well defined Karman street
breaks down into complete turbulent mixing at Reynolds
numbers (Re) of about 5000.  Roshko [24] reports that the
stable and well defined vortex patterns downstream of a
cylinder occur only in the Re range of 40 to 150 and undergo
a transition to turbulence at Re from 150 to 300.  However,
he states that the periodic shedding of these vortices
occurs at Re of up to 100,000 or more. Vortices shed at
these higher Re quickly break down into a turbulent wake.
The frequency with which these vortices are shed is
described by a dimensionless quantity called the Strouhal
number:
(10) S = fD/V
Where f = frequency of vortex shedding (1/min)
D = diameter of cylinder (feet)
V = velocity of fluid stream (feet/min.)
As figure (6) shows, the Strouhal number remains constant at
about 0.21 for Re up to about 200,000.
The downstream velocity of the vortices appear to be
somewhat slower that that of the surrounding airstream.
Fage and Johansen [25] showed that for a cylinder the speed
with which the vortices pass downstream is about 80 per cent
of the undisturbed air relative to the cylinder.  This speed
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boundary-  The authors also showed that the ratio of
longitudinal spacing between vortices to the diameter of the
cylinder is about 4.27.
Bloor [26] demonstrated a stable range of vortex
formation at Re below 200.  That is, in this range, the flow
is laminar everywhere.  In the Re range of 200 - 400, the
wake begins to disintegrate to turbulence.  The onset of
wake turbulence moves closer towards the cylinder as Re
increases.  At Re greater than 400 the separated boundary
layer becomes turbulent even before it rolls up into a
vortex.  Thus, the vortices are turbulent upon fomnation.
However, at Re between 400 and 1300 the point of transition
of turbulence remains constant relative to the cylinder.
Finally, at Re of about 1300, the length of the laminar flow
region begins to decrease again until, at Re of about
50,000, it is almost to the shoulder of the cylinder.  The
point at which turbulent motion reaches the separation point
of the boundary occurs at Re of about 300,000.  This point
is called the critical Reynolds number.  However, a definite
shedding frequency is still observed, even at the critical
Reynolds number.
Bearman [27] demonstrated regular vortex shedding at Re
up to 550,000.  However, at a Re of 300,000, the shedding
frequency as described by the Strouhal number showed a sharp
increase from its relatively constant value of 0.21.  The
Strouhal number leveled off to about 0.46 for Re greater
that 400,000.  The author points out that any small change
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in the surface smoothness of the cylinder can significantly
disrupt the separation causing fluctuations in the shedding
frequency.
Achenbach and Heinke [28] also noted the sharp increase
in shedding frequency at Re of 300,000.  This increase
becomes less prominent as cylinder surface roughness
increases.
29
IMPORTANCE OF REVERSE FLOW PHENOMENON IN WORKER EXPOSURE
The practical importance of this zone of reverse flow
can be readily seen when one considers an employee working
in a typical position relative to LEV.  As was mentioned
previously, employees are normally instructed to position
the work between themselves and the source of local exhaust.
In this orientation, the worker becomes the blunt body and
boundary layer separation occurs as the air flows past.
Thus this zone of reverse flow or turbulent mixing occurs
immediately downstream of the worker.  If the source of
contaminant is located within this zone, it may actually be
drawn back toward the worker giving rise to significant
concentrations of contaminant in the breathing zone.  Note
that this may occur even when target capture velocity is
achieved or when hood capture efficiency is 100 percent.
The effect of reverse flow on breathing zone
concentrations was previously studied by Ljungqvist [29]
using a smoke diffuser.  The diffuser was placed in a
uniform air flow of approximately 50 fpm.  With no
obstruction in the flow, the smoke moved directly towards
the LEV source. However, when a test person was placed
between the diffuser and the source of air flow, the smoke
was clearly directed back towards the person's breathing
zone.  Ljungqvist attributes this phenomenon to the
stationary wake produced by the person in the air flow.  He
states that individuals in the flow field create two kinds
of vortices; the wake caused by the body itself and that
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arising from movements of the body.  He concludes that
either of these two wake structures can completely destroy
the intended beneficial effect of a LEV and that no
consideration appears to be given to this problem in
standard ventilation design.
In studying push-pull ventilation systems, Hampl and
Hughes [30] also demonstrated the effect of a person in the
flow field of a ventilation system.  They observed the
collection of smoke by a standard LEV hood with various
orientations of air jets used as "pushing" air streams.  For
each orientation where a test mannequin obstructed the
pushing jets, smoke was observed in the area in front of the
mannequin.  However, when the jet was placed between the
smoke and the mannequin, no smoke was observed in the
breathing zone and all smoke was captured by the hood. They
concluded that the "push jet should be located so that the
air impinging on the worker or other obstruction should be
minimized".
Van Wagenen [31] studied the effects of positive
airflow (blowing rather than exhausting air) on
concentrations of various contaminants in a welder's
breathing zone.  He demonstrated that when directional air
flow comes from directly behind the welder, concentration of
fume in the breathing zone was equal to or higher than the
breathing zone concentration with no directional air flow at
all. He attributed this to the eddy and convective currents
around the welders body.  He also noted that positive
31
airflow at 90 degrees to the welder's position significantly
reduced breathing zone concentration from that with no
directional airflow.
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A SIMPLE MODEL ADDRESSING REVERSE FLOW
The ideal approach to ventilation design would be to
develop a mathmatical model capable of using LEV design
parameters to predict the concentration of contaminant in a
worker's breathing zone.  Ultimately this model could be
applied by industrial hygiene engineers when designing
optimally functioning LEV systems.  However, any useful
model must address the effects of this zone of reverse flow
on breathing zone concentration.
Recently, a theoretical model has been proposed by
Flynn [22] as an initial step in understanding how this zone
of reverse flow gives rise to concentrations in the
breathing zone.  This model assumes this zone to be a "well
mixed" volume of specific dimensions.  A steady state
concentration will be achieved within the zone with
contaminant entering from a point source within the zone and
being removed from the zone by the alternate shedding of
vortices. The following paragraphs briefly describe the
model.  Please refer to figure (7) during the discussion.
Consider a circular cylinder of diameter D and height H
completely immersed in a uniform flow of air of velocity U.
Downstream of the cylinder at a distance z (measured from
the downstream edge of the cylinder) a point source of
neutrally buoyant gas is generating contaminant at a flow
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assumed to be low enough not to affect wake formation.]
Vortices are alternately shed downstream as described
by the Strouhal number.  Recall that the Strouhal number
remains constant at about 0.2 for Re up to about 200,000.
[In an industrial setting. Re around people will almost
always fall below 200,000.  For example, in a paint booth,
the OSHA General Industry Standards [32] recommends booth
velocities between 50 and 250 fpm depending on booth size
and crossdraft velocities.  For a person of about 20 inches
in cross section this corresponds to Re of about 8666 to
43,333 which is well within the constant Strouhal number
range.]  Therefore, solving for frequency of shedding gives
(11) f = 0.2U/D
The zone of reverse flow formed by boundary layer
separation around the cylinder will extend a certain
distance downstream of the cylinder.  Call this distance s
which will represent the depth of the reverse mixing zone.
The mixing zone becomes significant when it extends far
enough downstream to encompass the contaminant source.  That
is, z < s.  When this occurs, contaminant is drawn back
toward the cylinder into the mixing zone.  In this case, if
this turbulent zone is assumed to be well mixed, the steady
state concentration within the zone can be expressed as:
(12) Co = Qs/Qv
where Qv = flow rate out of the mixing zone (cfm)
Qs = flow rate into the zone, i.e., flow rate of
contaminant (cfm)
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The flow rate out of the zone is controlled by the
shedding of vortices such that
(13) Qv = fV
Where V is the mixing zone volume and f is the frequency
with which this volume is removed by vortex shedding.  If
one assumes that the vortices are approximately circular
cylinders of height H then the volume can be given by
(14) Vv = (pi)(De^H/4
where De is the diameter of an average vortex.  However, one
must account for the fact that the zone is composed of two
vortices which are alterntely formed on each side and shed
downstream in accordance with the Strouhal number.  Thus,
when a vortex is shed, it takes with it one half of the
volume of the zone.  Therefore, the actual volume out of the
zone is
(14a) V = (pi) (De^ (H)/8
and the flow rate out of the zone is given by
(15) Qv = [(0.2)(U)/(D)][(pi)(De)(H)/8]
Substituting into equation (12) gives the following
relationship for concentration within the zone
(16) Co = [3.57/De]*2[(Qs)(D)/(U)(H)]
Solving for the theoretical diameter of a vortex gives
(17) De = 3.57 sq.rt.[(Qs)(D)/Co(U)(H)]
The following assumptions are made; (a) the diameter of
a vortex is essentially the same as the diameter of the zone
of reverse flow (that is, De = s) and beyond this point no
contaminant is drawn back towards the cylinder, (b) the zone
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is well mixed, (c) the principal mechanism of contaminant
removal from the zone is that of vortex shedding, and (d)
the flow around the cylinder is essentially two dimensional.
Thus, the hypothesis can be offered that as long as the
source of contaminant is within the reverse flow mixing zone
the breathing zone concentration will remain constant.  The
concentration in the breathing zone will be the same when
the source is adjacent to the cylinder (Co) as it is when
the source is at the edge of the zone. When the contaminant
source is moved out of the zone, the breathing zone
concentration drops virtually to zero almost immediately
since there is no reverse flow to bring it back towards the
cylinder.  At the point where the source sits directly on
the end of the mixing zone (z = De), the breathing zone
concentration (Cbz) should equal one half of the initial
concentration since theoretically one half of the
contaminant is pulled back towards the cylinder and one half
flows away towards the exhaust source.  Thus, the point
where Cbz = 0.5 Co can be considered to be the depth of the
zone (De).  Figure (8) gives a graphical representation of














The objective of this research is to study the
interaction of a separated boundary layer and subsequent
reverse flow region with a source of contaminant located
downstream of a bluff body in uniform flow.  The overall
purpose is to provide additional understanding of the effect
of this reverse flow on breathing zone concentration so that
this information can ultimately be utilized in the
development of a predictive model that ties breathing zone
concentration with LEV design parameters.
Specifically, this project will;
1) Conduct a laboratory evaluation of Flynn's model to
determine its effectiveness in predicting the size of this
reverse flow zone (De) for a circular cylinder and an
anthropometric mannequin in a uniform flow of three
different velocities flow.  The principal objective here
will be to evaluate the "mixing zone/vortex shedding"
concept as a useful way of predicting breathing zone
concentration.
2) Evaluate the model as to its ability to predict breathing
zone concentrations by comparing measured concentrations to
those predicted by the model.
3) Examine the difference in breathing zone concentrations
when an anthropometric mannequin is oriented in the typical
worker position with respect to LEV (airflow coming from
behind the mannequin) as opposed to the situation where the
mannequin is turned 90 degrees to the source of LEV (airflow
39
coming from the side).  (In the first case the boundary
layer interacts with the contaminant source whereas in the
second case it does not.)  This will also be conducted in
uniform flow at three different flowrates.
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METHOD OF MODEL EVALUATION
The examination of Flynn's model consisted of
experimentally obtaining a concentration versus distance
curve for various points downstream of a circular cylinder
and an anthropometric mannequin immersed in a uniform flow
field of three different velocities.  The model was
evaluated by;
1) Comparing the general shape of the experimental curve to
that of the theoretical curve (figure (8)) to empirically
determine whether concentration as a function of distance
behaved in such a way as to indicate uniform mixing.  That
is, whether or not concentration remained constant over a
certain distance (mixing zone) and then dropped sharply as
the contaminant source moves outside the zone.
2) Using the theoretical equation (equation (17)) to
calculate the depth of the zone and then comparing this to;
(a) the actual depth of the zone as visualized by test
smoke, and
(b) the distance at which the measured concentration
actually dropped to one half its original value.
The details of the experimental process are given
in the following paragraphs.
WIND TUNNEL DESCRIPTION
The uniform air flow field was achieved by placing the
test objects in a wind tunnel 5 feet tall, five feet wide,
and 8 feet deep.  The tunnel was constructed of one-half
inch plywood with a large window on top for lighting and one
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observation window on each side.  One of the observation
windows was mounted on hinges to serve as a door providing
easy access to the inside of the tunnel.  The tunnel was
equipped with an airfoil at the entrance to, reduce
turbulence.  A sheet metal grid of six inch squares was also
installed at the entrance to further reduce the turbulence
of the incoming air.  The rear wall of the tunnel consisted
of peg board with one-quarter inch holes.  This board served
to create a perforated plenum effect and provide equal air
distribution across the tunnel.
Holes were drilled in the side of the tunnel to allow
the insertion of an anemometer probe for velocity
measurements.  Plugs were inserted into the holes during
experiments so that no turbulence would be introduced by air
entering through the holes.  The location of the holes
allowed a velocity profile to be taken at three different
depths inside the tunnel.
VELOCITY DETERMINATION
The average velocity of the air moving through the wind
tunnel was determined by obtaining a velocity profile at
three different depths within the tunnel.  Each profile
consisted of twenty equally spaced points for a total of
sixty measurements. The arithmetic mean of all velocity
measurements was taken as the average tunnel velocity.
Measurements were taken with a calibrated TSI "hot wire"
anemometer [33].
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A blast gate and a large venturi meter were installed
in the duct leading to the tunnel to allow regulation and
measurement of air flow (see figure (9).  The anemometer
probe was inserted into the tunnel and the blast gate was
adjusted until the desired velocity (as measured by the
anemometer) was achieved.  At this point the pressure drop
across the venturi was recorded.  Then the velocity profiles
were obtained and the average velocity computed.  Thus a
specific venturi pressure drop corresponded to a particular
average tunnel velocity.  Then the blast gate was adjusted
until the second experimental velocity was reached and the
process repeated.  This was done for all three experimental
velocities.  In this manner the velocity could be accurately
regulated by simply adjusting the blast gate until the
proper venturi pressure drop was achieved.
In this project, experiments were made at three
different wind tunnel velocities; 46 fpm, 143 fpm, and 249
fpm.  Figures (10), (11), and (12) illustrate the velocity
profiles and corresponding venturi pressure drops for each
of these velocities respectively.  Figure (13) shows the
excellent linearity achieved by plotting the volumetric flow
(rate calculated from tunnel area and velocity) against the
square root of the venturi pressure drop.
It should be noted that the wind tunnel was calibrated
without the test object in place.  The presence of these
objects increases the velocity through the tunnel because
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FIGURE 10 - WIND TUNNEL VELOCITY PROFILE
DATE:  11 MAY 1988      TIME:  1200      TEMP:  70 DEGREES F
TUNNEL DIMENSIONS: 5' X 5' X 8'
FRONT CROSS SECTION - 18" FROM FACE
6"   12"    12"    12"    12"   6"    MAXIMUM = 270 FPM
MINIMUM = 230 FPM
RANGE = 40 FPM
MEAN = 243 FPM
S.D. = 11.4 FPM
C.V. = 4.7 %




MEAN = 251 FPM
S.D. = 8.9 FPM
C.V. = 3.5 %
REAR CROSS SECTION - 83" FROM FACE




S.D. = 7.2 FPM
C.V. = 2.8 %
MAXIMUM = 270 FPM     RANGE = 40 FPM      S.D. = 10.3 FPM
MINIMUM = 230 FPM     MEAN = 249 FPM      C.V. = 4.1 %
TOTAL FLOW RATE = 6225 CFM   VENTURI PRESSURE DROP = 2.40"
6" 12 II 12 II 12 II 12 II   gii
6"
250 255 255 235 240
12"
250 260 260 255 250
12"
250 260 250 255 260
12"
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FIGURE 11 - WIND TUNNEL VELOCITY PROFILE
DATE:  30 MAY 1988      TIME:  1000      TEMP:  75 DEGREES F
TUNNEL DIMENSIONS: 5' X 5' X 8'
FRONT CROSS SECTION - 18" FROM FACE
6"   12"    12"    12"    12"   6"    MAXIMUM = 160 FPM
MINIMUM =130 FPM
RANGE = 30 FPM
MEAN =142 FPM
S.D. = 7.7 FPM
C.V. = 5.4 %
MIDDLE CROSS SECTION - 51" FROM FACE
6"
150 140 145 140 130
12"
140 150 160 150 135
12"
140 140 140 145 135
12"
135 145 155 135 135
6"
6" 12 1 12 1 12 1 12 1   6" MAXIMUM =150 FPM
6"
135 145 145 150 130
MINIMUM =125 FPM
12"
140 150 150 150 130
RANGE =25 FPM
12"
125 150 150 150 130
MEAN =143 FPM
12 •»
135 145 150 145 150
S.D. = 8.7 FPM
6" C.V. = 6.1 %
REAR CROSS SECTION - 83" FROM FACE
6"   12"    12"    12"    12"   6"    MAXIMUM = 155 FPM
MINIMUM = 130 FPM
RANGE =25 FPM
MEAN =145 FPM
S.D. = 7.3 FPM
C.V. = 5.1 %
MAXIMUM = 160 FPM    RANGE = 35 FPM     S.D. = 7.9 FPM
MINIMUM = 125 FPM     MEAN = 143 FPM      C.V. = 5.5 %
TOTAL FLOW RATE = 3575 CFM  VENTURI PRESSURE DROP = 0.74"
6"
145 150 145 155 135
12"
140 155 150 155 135
12"
130 145 145 150 135
12"




FIGURE 12 - WIND TUNNEL VELOCITY PROFILE
DATE:  30 MAY 1988      TIME:  1130      TEMP:  75 DEGREES F
TUNNEL DIMENSIONS: 5' X 5' X 8'
FRONT CROSS SECTION - 18" FROM FACE
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12"
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RANGE = 20 FPM
12"
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MEAN = 42 FPM
12"
45 40 50 35 40
S.D. = 5. 2 FPM
6" C.V. = .L2. 3 %
MIDDLE CROSS SECTION - 51" FROM FACE
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RANGE = 25 FPM
12"
50 45 50 52 42
MEAN = 47 FPM
12"
40 45 50 55 45
S.D. = 5.6 FPM
6" C.V. = 12. 3 %
REAR CROSS SECTION - 83" FROM FACE
6"   12"    12"    12"    12"   6"    MAXIMUM =  55 FPM
MINIMUM =  30 FPM
RANGE =25 FPM
MEAN =  48 FPM
S.D. = 6.3 FPM
C.V. = 13.0 %
MAXIMUM =  55 FPM     RANGE = 25 FPM      S.D. =  6.1 FPM
MINIMUM =  30 FPM     MEAN =  46 FPM      C.V. = 13.2 %
TOTAL FLOW RATE = 1150 CFM   VENTURI PRESSURE DROP = 0.09"
6"
45 50 50 50 50
12"
40 50 55 40 40
12"
30 50 50 55 45
12"
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the tunnel cross section.  This increases the velocity in
proportion to the amount of tunnel area blocked by the
object.  Therefore, a "blockage ratio" must be calculated.
A blockage ratio is basically a factor by which the
unblocked velocity must be multiplied to get the true tunnel
velocity.  To determine the blockage ratio, the amount of
tunnel cross section blocked by the object must be
estimated.  The following formula can then be applied:
(18)
Blockage = Tunnel Cross Section
Ratio       Tunnel Cross section - Object Cross Section
(19)
Corrected = Measured X Blockage
Velocity     Velocity    Ratio
Notice from table (3) that by appling the blockage
ratio the corrected velocities are 265 fpm, 152 fpm, and 49
fpm for the mannequin and 292, 167, and 54 fpm for the
circular cylinder.
The Re for air flow around the objects at these
velocities is also given in table (3).  These velocities
were selected because the Re are in the same range as those
for air flowing around an industrial worker in a uniform
flow such as a spray paint booth.
TEST OBJECT DESCRIPTION
The circular cylinder used in this project was
constructed of sheet metal and was 48 inches tall and 12
inches in diameter.  Two holes were drilled in the cylinder,
one in the front about 15 inches from the top and another in
the back about 6 inches from the bottom.  One end of a one
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TABLE 3
CORRECTED VELOCITIES AND REYNOLDS NUMBERS
TUNNEL CROSS SECTION:  25 SQ. FT.
APPROXIMATE CYLINDER CROSS SECTION:  3.66 SQ. FT.
APPROXIMATE MANNEQUIN CROSS SECTION:  1.52 SQ. FT.
CYLINDER DIAMETER:  1 FT.
 MANNEQUIN DIAMETER:  0.67 FT.
ALL VELOCITIES IN FPM
MEASURED VELOCITIES: 46       143      249
CORRECTED VELOCITIES, CYLINDER:        54       167      292
REYNOLDS NUMBERS, CYLINDER: 5616    17,368   30,368
CORRECTED VELOCITIES, MANNEQUIN:       49       152      265
REYNOLDS NUMBERS, MANNEQUIN: 3414    10,539   18,465
*The mannequin diameter is not actually a diameter becausethe mannequin cross section is more elliptical than circularin shape.  The value reported here as the diameter is thebreadth of the mannequin chest as measured just under thearmpits and at the same distance from the floor (27") as thesource of SF6.
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quarter inch rubber tube was connected to a calibrated
Mobile Infrared Analyzer or MIRAN (see appendix I).  The
other end of the tube was inserted through the hole in the
back of the cylinder, pulled up through the inside and
mounted in the hole in the front.  In this manner the MIRAN
could be used as a means to sample the "breathing zone" of
the cylinder.
The anthropometric mannequin used was a typical
commercial type mannequin 41 inches tall (including base)
and 8 inches wide at the chest.  The hose from the MIRAN was
inserted through the back of the mannequin's head and
mounted in the mouth (about 4 inches from the top of the
head).  Both the cylinder and the mannequin were placed
approximately on the centerline of the tunnel about 2 feet
from the tunnel face.
SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE GENERATION
Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) was the test gas selected for
this experiment.  The gas was metered from a compressed gas
cylinder of 10 percent SF6 through a one-quarter inch
diameter ceramic sphere.  The sphere was mounted on a ring
stand approximately 27 inches from the floor of the wind
tunnel.  Pores in the sphere allowed the gas to diffuse in
all directions.
An SF6 flow rate of 0.0005 cfm (corresponding to a
velocity of 15 fpm) was chosen. This velocity was high
enough to give detectable readings yet low enough so as not
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to interfere with zone formation.  Appendix (2) describes
the SF6 metering system calibration.
DETERMINATION OF ZONE DEPTH:  VISUALIZATION OF TEST SMOKE
To evaluate a model predicting the the depth of the
turbulent mixing zone, some method of judging the "true"
depth of the zone was necessary.  In the study conducted by
Ljungquist [29], a cloud of smoke was generated to make the
reverse flow phenomenon easily observable.  A similar
technique was used in this experiment to visualize the
mixing zone.
A continuous source of smoke was achieved by the
apparatus depicted in figure (14).  As room air was blown
into a suction flask containing titanium tetrachloride
(TiCL4), a smoke (titamium dichloride) was forced out of the
flask, through several feet of tygon tubing, and out of one-
quarter inch diameter glass tube mounted on a ring stand.
Thus, a dense cloud of white smoke could be continuously
generated.
When the smoke source was placed downstream of the
cylinder or mannequin, the turbulent mixing could be easily
observed.  Very close to the object, the majority of the
smoke was drawn back toward the object before eventually
being removed.  As the smoke source was moved farther
downstream, more of the smoke was drawn directly downstream
and away from the object. Finally, a point was reached where
approximately one half of the smoke was drawn back toward













This point was considered to be the edge of the mixing zone
or the "true" De.  Beyond this point, most of the smoke was
drawn directly away from the object.  In this manner, an
estimation of the actual size of the zone was made for each
of the three velocities for both test objects.  Table (4)
provides this data for both the cylinder and the mannequin
at all three velocities.
TABLE 4
ZONE DEPTH AS VISUALIZED BY TEST SMOKE
54 FPM         167 FPM 292 FPM
CYLINDER       14.0           16.0 22.0
49 FPM         152 FPM 265 FPM
MANNEQUIN      10.0           9.0 13.0
DETERMINATION OF ZONE DEPTH:  CONCENTRATION VERSUS DISTANCE
CURVES
The curve of concentration versus distance was obtained
with the experimental set-up depicted in figure (15).  The
circular cylinder was placed inside the wind tunnel along
the centerline approximately 2 feet from the tunnel opening.
The SF6 diffuser was also placed on the centerline of the
tunnel at a distance of 0.5 inches downstream of the
cylinder.  The tunnel velocity was set at 292 fpm (corrected
velocity) and the SF6 at 15 fpm.  The system was allowed to
equilibrate for 10 minutes. After equilibration, the
breathing zone concentration, as measured by the MIRAN, was











Metrosonics dl 714 Data Logger.  (Please refer to appendix
(IV) for a description of the Data Logger.)  In this manner,
a time weighted average concentration was obtained over that
10 minute period for the distance 0.5 inches.  After the
logging period, the SF6 source was turned off and the tunnel
was allowed to purge for 10 minutes.  After the purging
period the SF6 diffuser was moved to 1 inch downstream and
the process was repeated.  Thus, concentrations at 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, 14.0, 16.0, and 18.0
inches were obtained.
After these points were generated the velocity was
lowered to 167 fpm and the procedure was repeated.  The same
was done at 54 fpm.
Once the values for the cylinder were obtained, the
entire procedure was repeated with the mannequin at 265 fpm,
152 fpm, and 49 fpm.
Table (5) lists the data and figures (16), (17), and
(18) illustrates the concentration versus distance curves
generated for the cylinder.  Figure (19) depicts all the
graphs.  Figures (20) through (23) provide the same graphs
for the mannequin data.
A repeat of the experiment was conducted with the
following changes:
1) Equilibrium time was reduced to 7 minutes.
2) Logging time was reduced to 5 minutes.
3) Purging time was reduced to 2 minutes.
4) The SF6 source was not turned off during purging but
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TABLE 5





DISTANCE 54 167 292 49 152 265
fINCHES) FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM
0.5 18.0 12.4 7.6 23.2 7.1 6.0
1.0 16.7 15.0 4.8 26.0 8.6 6.5
2.0 18.5 11.1 4.5 40.0 13.7 7.2
3.0 14.8 10.7 4.0 35.8 10.6 7.7
4.0 22.3 9.3 2.7 23.5 8.3 6.6
6.0 19.7 7.0 2.4 11.7 5.9 4.8
8.0 10.1 6.0 1.8 11.0 3.8 3.1
10.0 9.9 4.4 1.5 11.4 2.1 1.9
12.0 10.4 3.8 1.4 7.0 1.7 1.4
14.0 4.3 2.8 1.0 5.0 1.1 1.0
16.0 4.3 2.3 0.9 3.8 0.8 0.7
18.0 4.9 1.8 0.7 1.9 0.4 0.5
20.0 4.7 1.4 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.5
TABLE 6





DISTANCE 54 167 292 49 152 265
fINCHES) FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM
0.5 22.4 17.1 14.8 11.9 7.1 6.0
1.0 28.8 10.6 9.9 17.1 7.0 5.9
2.0 29.1 6.9 11.1 20.6 10.4 8.4
3.0 19.4 7.7 5.0 12.3 9.4 7.9
4.0 19.1 7.5 3.7 17.2 7.2 6.4
6.0 13.9 4.4 3.7 10.6 6.7 5.0
8.0 10.9 4.9 3.5 9.2 3.8 2.9
10.0 10.1 4.9 2.7 5.3 2.3 1.7
14.0 7.1 2.7 2.0 4.5 1.2 1.1
18.0 4.5 2.0 1.1 1.9 0.4 0.2
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FIGURE  16















12" CYUNDER IN WIND TUNNEL
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM CYLINDER (IN.)
D        54 fpm
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FIGURE  17












12" CYUNDER IN WIND TUNNEL
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM CYUNDER (IN.)
D        167 FPM
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FIGURE  n
SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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FIGURE  19
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FIGURE 20







MANNEQUIN IN WIND TUNNEL
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM CYUNDER (IN.)
O        49 FPM
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FIGURE 21









MANNEQUIN IN WIND TUNNEL
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM CYLINDER (IN.)
D        152 FPM
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FIGURE 11
SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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FIGURE 22
SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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FIGURE 23
SF5 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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simply moved to the rear wall of the tunnel.
The data and curves generated in the second experiment
appear as table (6) and figures (24) through (31).
Notice from tables (5) and (6) that the values measured
in experiment 2 differ considerably in some areas than those
from experiment 1.  The probable reason for this is the
difference in methods between the two experiments. The most
significant differences were likely that the reduction in
purging times between measurements and the fact that the SF6
was not secured during purging in experiment 2.  Because of
additional logging, equilibrium, and purging times and
because the SF6 was turned off during purging for the first
experiment allowing a more thorough clearing of the tunnel,
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FIGURE 25
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FIGURE 26
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FIGURE 27
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FIGURE 2g
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a        +9 FPM
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FIGURE 29
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a        152 FPM
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FIGURE 30
SF5 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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DETERMINATION OF ZONE DEPTH:  Cbz = 0.5Co
The model predicts that the edge of the zone is reached
when Cbz = 0.5 Co (figure (8)).  In other words, the
distance at which the concentration drops to one-half of its
original value should be the distance that equals the depth
of the zone (D = De).
To find this distance from the curve, it is necessary
to determine a value for Co.  For these calculations, two
values for Co were evaluated; Co equals the breathing zone
concentration measured by the MIRAN at a distance of 0.5
inches and Co equals the maximum concentration point on the
concentration versus distance curve.
Once Co is established it remains to find the distance
at which the concentration drops to one half Co.  This was
determined by plotting log concentration versus log distance
and obtaining a regression equation for the line.  The value
for distance was calculated from the equation when
concentration was 0.5 Co.  The use of log-log plots to find
this distance was a matter of practicality.  The regression
lines obtained provided an efficient way to make this
calculation.  Appendix (4) provides the regression data from
the log-log plots.  Table (7) summarizes the values obtained
for De.
DETERMINATION OF ZONE DEPTH:  CALCULATION FROM THEORY
The theoretical equation for predicting zone depth as a
function of Co, U, Qs, D, and H (equation (17)) was also
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TABLE 7
ZONE DEPTH AS DETERMINED FROM LOG-LOG PLOTS OF
CONCENTRATION VERSUS DISTANCE
































































* VELOCITY ADJUSTED FOR BLOCKAGE RATIO
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evaluated.  Each of the above listed values was known for
the cylinder and the mannequin.  Once again, the same two
values for Co mentioned above were used in this calculation.
Table (8) gives the calculated values of De from the
predictive model.
SUMMARY
Table (9) summarizes the results of the model
evaluation experiment by comparing the depth of the zone as
determined by;
1) the observation of test smoke,
2) the concentration versus distance curves, and
3) the theoretical equation.
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TABLE 8
ZONE DEPTH AS DETERMINED FROM THEORETICAL EQUATION


































































SUMMARY TABLE OF ZONE DEPTH BY VARIOUS METHODS
[ALL MEASUREMENTS FOR ZONE DEPTH GIVEN IN INCHES]




















































































  FIRST VALUE REPORTED CONSIDER INITIAL CONCENTRATION AS Co.
SECOND VALUES CONSIDER MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION AS Co.
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TABLE 9 fcont.)
** The theoretical value for zone depth (De) was calculated
from equation (17) as follows:
De = (3.57)sq.rt.[(QS)(D)/(Co)(U)(H)]
De = (3.57)sq.rt._____f f0.0005 cfm) (1   ft)1
[(1.8 X lOE-5)(54 fpm)(4 ft)]
De = 15.4 inches
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MANNEQUIN VERSUS MANNEQUIN 90 DEGREES
Another way of examining the effect of boundary layer
separation on breathing zone concentration is to monitor
concentration in the breathing zone under conditions in
which the boundary layer will interact with the contaminant
source and compare the result to a situation in which it
does not.  As has been mentioned, in the typical orientation
of a worker with respect to LEV, the separated boundary
layer can possibly extend downstream far enough to cause the
contaminant to be drawn back into the breathing zone.
However, if the worker stands at right angles to the flow
(figure (32)), whatever reverse flow zone is formed will be
less likely to reach out and interact with the contaminant
source but will rather extend downstream.
To evaluate the effect of a 90 degree orientation with
respect to ventilation on breathing zone concentration, a
method similar to that previously described was used.  The
mannequin was again placed in the wind tunnel.  However,
this time it was oriented at 90 degrees from the flow.  That
is, the wind was flowing from its side rather than around
its back. A set of SF6 concentration versus distance curves
was obtained in exactly the same manner as before for 2 65
fpm, 152 fpm, and 49 fpm.
The curves obtained with the mannequin at 90 degrees
are graphically compared to the curves obtained in the
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table of these values is provided as table (10)
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TABLE 10




DISTANCE 49* 152 265 49 152 265
rINCHES1 FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM FPM
0.5 1.68 1.04 1.05 11.9 7.1 6.0
1.0 1.11 0.63 0.68 17.1 7.0 5.9
2.0 0.90 0.63 0.99 20.6 10.4 8.4
3.0 0.41 0.37 0.44 12.3 9.4 7.9
4.0 0.40 0.32 0.34 17.2 7.2 6.4
6.0 0.37 0.31 0.33 10.6 6.7 5.0
8.0 0.38 0.33 0.33 9.2 3.8 2.9
10.0 0.34 0.31 0.32 5.3 2.3 1.7
14.0 0.33 0.31 0.31 4.5 1.2 1.1
18.0 0.35 0.31 0.31 1.9 0.4 0.2
*Note that these velocities are not entirely accurate since
they were based on the blockage ratio at the maximum
mannequin cross section.  However, for comparitive purposes
they are quite close.
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DISCUSSION OF MODEL EVALUATION
DISCUSSION OF TEST SMOKE OBSERVATION
The observation of test smoke supports the findings of
Ljungqvist and others that there is, indeed, a turbulent
mixing zone formed downstream of a bluff body in an air
flow.  The smoke was actually drawn back towards the
cylinder or mannequin when the outlet of the smoke generator
was within about four inches of the object.  As the distance
increased, more of the smoke was drawn downstream but still
a significant portion was "swirled" around and back towards
the object.  As recorded in table (4), a point was reached
where it appeared as if approximately one half of the smoke
was directly removed while the other half was drawn back
towards the object before being removed.  This distance was
recorded as the depth of the mixing zone, De.
Using the distance at which half the smoke was drawn
back while half was directly removed is consistent with
Flynn's theoretical model.  However, this turbulent,
swirling motion continued for several more inches
downstream.
It should be noted that determining the zone depth in
this fashion is appropriate.  However, it does require a
subjective assessment of a swirling cloud of smoke to
determine when approximately one half of the cloud moves in
one direction while the other half moves in the other.
However, the smoke vividly illustrates the presence of this
zone and clearly demonstrates that this phenomenon can have
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a significant impact on breathing zone concentration at
downstream distances at least as large as those reported in
table (4).
Note from table (4) that the zone depth increases with
increasing airstream velocity.  For the cylinder, the zone
increases slightly from 54 fpm to 167 fpm and then shows a
much larger increase between 167 fpm and 292 fpm. The
difference in zone depth between 49 fpm and 152 fpm is also
very small for the mannequin.  In fact, the recorded value
is slightly smaller for 152 fpm than for 49 fpm.  However,
as with the cylinder, the zone depth makes a relatively
large jump from 152 fpm to 265 fpm.
The difference in zone depths between the mannequin and
the cylinder is most probably due to the difference in
diameter of the two objects.  The cylinder, with a diameter
of 12 inches has a deeper zone than the mannequin whose
shape is more elliptical with a cross section of 8 inches
facing the flow.
DISCUSSION OF ACTUAL AND THEORETICAL CONCENTRATION VERSUS
DISTANCE CURVES
Flynn's model assumes a well mixed-turbulent zone in
which a steady state concentration (Qs/Qv) is achieved
throughout.  Under this assumption, the theoretical
concentration versus distance curve (figure (8)) predicts a
constant concentration when the contaminant source is
anywhere within the zone and a rapid drop in concentration
once the source moves outside the zone.
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A comparison of the theoretical curve with the
experimental curves (figures (16) - (31)) does not support
the idea of complete, uniform mixing throughout the zone.
For the cylinder at the highest velocity (292 fpm - figure
(18)), very little mixing seems to occur.  The concentration
appears to fall off exponentially with increasing distance
throughout the zone, dropping to essentially zero by the
time the edge of the zone (as determined from test smoke) is
reached.  However, at 167 fpm (figure (17)), experiment 1
data shows that a little more mixing is occurring, giving
concentrations that are relatively uniform up to 4 to 6
inches before falling off.  The best mixing within the zone
seems to occur at 54 fpm (figures (16) and (24)).  Here, a
somewhat uniform concentration can be observed out to
approximately 8 to 12 inches before a sharp decrease occurs.
The mannequin data indicate some mixing in the zone out to
about 6 to 8 inches for all velocities (figures (20), (21),
(22), (28), (29), (30)).  Note that the mannequin provides a
more realistic view of the effect of the turbulent zone
phenomenon on human exposure because of the hands and arms
which extend into the zone.  The hands extend a distance of
approximately three inches from the body of the mannequin.
This may account for the better mixing observed for the
mannequin at lower flows.  Perhaps some smaller scale
turbulent zone is formed downstream of the arms themselves.
The motion of air around arms and hands is an important
do
determinant in breathing zone concentration for workers at
laboratory hoods [34].
In addition to the assumption of a well mixed zone, the
model under study also postulates that the edge of the
mixing zone is considered to be the point at which the
initial concentration (Co) falls to one half of its original
value (see figure (8)).
In table (9), the zone depth as visualized by the test
smoke is compared with the distance at which the
concentration actually fell to one half of its initial value
(as determined from the log-log plots of concentration
versus distance).  Recall that Co was defined in two ways;
first as the breathing zone concentration at a source
distance of 0.5 inches and second as the maximum breathing
zone concentration value on the curve.  Note from table (9)
that in all but one case the zone depth as determined from
Cbz = 0.5Co is considerably less than that visualized by the
test smoke.  The difference ranges from a factor of about
two to a factor of more than ten.  The one exception is in
the second mannequin experiment at a velocity of 49 fpm when
Co is defined as the breathing zone concentration at a
source distance of 0.5 inches.  This zone depth determined
from this point (10.1") is almost exactly equal to that
visualized by smoke (10").  However, note from table (9)
that this value is considerably out of line with points
obtained from the other log-log plots.  Observation of
figure (28) indicates a very low initial concentration for
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this particular curve when compared to the curves at this
velocity for the first mannequin experiment and both
cylinder experiments.  Therefore, it is concluded that the
close agreement at this single point is not significant.
On the basis of these experiments, it appears that the
fundamental assumption of a well mixed turbulent zone may
not be accurate.  The data seems to indicate that even
within the zone a definite variation in concentration with
distance is observed.  Perhaps the periodic shedding of
vortices from this zone is not the only contaminant removing
process involved.  Other phenomenon, such as turbulent
diffusion, may also affect concentration, giving rise to
gradients within the zone.
DISCUSSION OF MANNEQUIN VERSUS MANNEQUIN AT 90 DEGREES
Perhaps the most dramatic indication of the
significance of the reverse flow phenomenon on worker
exposure can be seen in the comparison of breathing zone
concentration between the mannequin at typical orientation
with respect to LEV and the mannequin oriented at right
angles to the flow.  From figures (33) through (35) it is
obvious that standing 90 degrees to the direction of air
flow significantly reduces the concentration of contaminant
in the breathing zone.  Concentrations measured with airflow
coming from behind the mannequin ranged from 6 to 43 times
higher than those measured at corresponding distances with
the mannequin at 90 degrees to the air flow.
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DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL'S ABILITY TO PREDICT De
Recall that a mathmatical model was proposed that
predicts the depth of the turbulent zone as a function of
initial concentration, air stream velocity, contaminant flow
rate, and object diamenter and height (equation (17), page
35).  This relationship is based on the removal of
contaminant from the mixing zone by the periodic shedding of
vortices.
As was demonstrated, the fundamental assumption
involved in the formualtion of this model, that of a steady
state concentration within the turbulent zone, does not
appear to be correct.  That is, Co does not equal Qs/Qv.
However, it can be seen from table (9) that the
theoretical equation does show some agreement with the smoke
visualization at the lower velocities (Reynolds numbers).
Observe figures (16), (20), (24), and (28), and table (5).
Particularly note the concentration variation over the
distances that have been previously considered to be the
"true" zone depth (from smoke visualization).  At these
lower Reynolds numbers it appears that even though the
entire mixing zone is not completely well mixed, some mixing
is indeed occurring giving concentrations that are more
consistent at least through the first few inches of the
zone.
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DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL'S ABILITY TO PREDICT BREATHING ZONE
CONCENTRATIONS
In the theoretical model, the following relationship
was derived for calculating concentrations within the zone:
(16)     Co = [(3.57/De)^2][(Qs)(D)/{U)(H)]
In this case, Co would be the breathing zone concentration
when the source is located anywhere within the zone.  Using
the zone depth determined from test smoke as De and the
experiment one data, actual values for Co can be obtained
for each velocity.  Table (11) compares the breathing zone
concentrations actually measured at various distances within
the zone with those predicted from the model as calculated
with equation (16) above.  Figure (36) plots measured versus
calculated concentrations illustrating the line of perfect
correlation.
Note that at the lower velocities (54 fpm-cylinder, 49
fpm-mannequin), the breathing zone concentration predicted
from the model agrees with the measured concentrations to
within a factor of five in all cases and in most cases the
factor is less than three. Even at the higher velocities
the agreement is within a factor of about five although
under these conditions the predicted value tends to
underestimate the measured value.  The use of a mixing
factor is not uncommon in mathmatical models based on a well
mixed steady state concentration.  For example, the dilution
ventilation model presented in reference [2] recommends a
mixing factor between three and ten.  Therefore, it would
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TABLE 11
USING THEORETICAL EQUATION TO PREDICT
CONCENTRATION WITHIN ZONE
CYLINDER: EXPERIMENT #1 DATA
DISTANCE Cbz (ppm) Co/Cbz
riNCHES) @ 54 FPM Co fppm) fMIXING FACTOR)
0.5 18.0 *21.7 1.21
1.0 16.7 21.7 1.30
2.0 18.5 21.7 1.17
3.0 14.8 21.7 1.47
4.0 22.3 21.7 0.97
6.0 19.7 21.7 1.10
8.0 10.1 21.7 2.15
10.0 9.9 21.7 2.19
12.0 10.4 21.7 2.07
14.0 4.3 21.7 5.05
*Co calculated from equation (20) using De from test smoke
observarion (table (4)) as follows:
Co = (3.57/De)^2[(Qs)(D)/(U)(H)]
Co = (3.57/1.17')*2[(0.0005 cfm)(l')/(54 fpm)(4')
Co = 21.7 ppm
DISTANCE Cbz (ppm) Co/Cbz
fINCHES) P 167 FPM Co (ppm) miXING FACTOR)
0.5 12.4 5.4 0.44
1.0 15.0 5.4 0.36
2.0 11.1 5.4 0.47
3.0 10.7 5.4 0.50
4.0 9.3 5.4 0.58
6.0 7.0 5.4 0.77
8.0 6.0 5.4 0.90
10.0 4.4 5.4 1.23
12.0 3.8 5.4 1.42
14.0 2.8 5.4 1.93
16.0 2.3 5.4 2.35
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0 292 FPM Co (ppm)
Co/Cbz
(MIXING FACTOR)
0.5 7.6 1.6 0.21
1.0 4.8 1.6 0.33
2.0 4.5 1.6 0.36
3.0 4.0 1.6 0.40
4.0 2.7 1.6 0.59
6.0 2.4 1.6 0.67
8.0 1.8 1.6 0.89
10.0 1.5 1.6 1.07
12.0 1.4 1.6 1.14
14.0 1.0 1.6 1.60
16.0 0.9 1.6 1.78
18.0 0.7 1.6 2.29
20.0 0.6 1.6 2.67




0 49 FPM Co (DDm)
Co/Cbz
(MIXING FACTOR)
0.5 23.2 36.7 1.58
1.0 26.0 36.7 1.41
2.0 40.0 36.7 0.92
3.0 35.8 36.7 1.03
4.0 23.5 36.7 1.56
6.0 11.7 36.7 3.14
8.0 11.0 36.7 3.34




@ 152 FPM Co (DDm)
Co/CbZ
(MIXING FACTOR)
0.5 7.1 14.6 2.06
1.0 8.6 14.6 1.70
2.0 13.7 14.6 1.07
3.0 10.6 14.6 1.38
4.0 8.3 14.6 1.76
6.0 5.9 14.6 2.47
8.0 3.8 14.6 3.84
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DISTANCE CI:)Z (ppm) Co/Cbz
(INCHES) P 2 65 FPM Co (ppm) (MIXING FACTOR)
0.5 6.0 4.0 0.67
1.0 6.5 4.0 0.62
2.0 7.2 4.0 0.56
3.0 7.7 4.0 0.52
4.0 6.6 4.0 0.61
6.0 4.8 4.0 0.83
8.0 3.1 4.0 1.29
10.0 1.9 4.0 2.11
12.0 1.4 4.0 2.86
fIGURE 36
MEASURED VS.  PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS



















seem that a mixing factor of about five for this model would
not be unreasonable.
It is of intrest to examine this mixing factor
(henceforth called "K") for any trends that may be evident.
Taking the data in table (11) and plotting In K versus a
dimensionless distance term (Z/D) gives a linear
relationship.  This is particularly true if a separation is
made between data collected at Re greater than 10,000 and
that collected at Re less than 10,000.  Figures (37) and
(38) illustrate the plots for the cylinder and mannequin
respectively for Re less than 10,000.  Figures (39) and (40)
provide these same plots for the cylinder and mannequin for
Re greater than 10,000.
The capability to calculate De from known parameters is
all that is lacking to complete a model incorporating the K
factor and allowing the use of equation (16) to predict
concentrations within the mixing zone.  Note from table (4)
that a linear relation appears to exist between De and Re.
In general, as the Re increases, the depth of the mixing
zone (as visualized with test smoke) also appears to
increase.  By plotting a dimensionless zone depth (De/D)
versus Re, figure (41) is obtained.  Using the regression
equation from this plot, an estimate of De can be acquired
by knowing object diameter and the Re of the flow around the
object.
Table (12) provides a complete theoretical model for
predicting concentration of contaminant in the turbulent
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CO = rf3.57/De)^2]r(C)s)fD)/fU) (H) 1
K
De = D[(0.000025)(Re) + 1.03]
MIXING FACTOR (K):
CYLINDER
- Re < 10,000;
- Re > 10,000!
MANNEQUIN
- Re < 10,000:
- Re > 10,000:
K = exp[(1.04)(Z/D) - 0.03]
K = exp[(1.37)(Z/D) - 1.10]
K = exp[(0.93)(Z/D) + 0.16]
K = exp[(1.14)(Z/D) - 0.82]
Co = concentration in the mixing zone
Qs = flow rate of contaminant into zone (cfm)
D = diameter of object (ft)
U = velocity of air around object (fpm)
H = height of object (ft)
De = diameter of the mixing zone (ft)
Re = Reynolds number
K = correction (mixing) factor
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mixing zone formed downstream of a circular cylinder and an
anthropometric mannequin at high and low Re.  Figures (42)
through (47) are plots of the measured versus calculated
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FIGURE 43
MEASURED VS. PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS
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The effect of the interaction of a separated boundary
layer with a downstream contaminant source on concentrations
within the breathing zone can be easily visualized with test
smoke.  A turbulent mixing zone is quite obviously formed
downstream of a bluff body in uniform flow and contaminant
sources located within this zone can potentially be drawn
back towards the body.  The impact of this phenomenon on
worker exposure is noted by considering a situation in which
a worker is immersed in a uniform flow (such as a paint
booth) with the contaminant source between himself and the
source of ventilation.
THEORETICAL MODEL
Although this turbulent mixing zone obviously exists,
the results of this experiment do not support the
theoretical idea that it is completely well mixed
throughout.  Considering the true zone depth to be that
visualized by test smoke, the actual concentration versus
distance curves indicate that concentration drops off
significantly before the source moves out of the zone.  If
the zone were completely well mixed with a steady state
concentration equal to Qs/Qv the concentration would be more
uniform throughout.
Considering the edge of the zone to be the point at
which the initial concentration drops to one half its
original value also appears to be incorrect since Cbz =
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0.5CO well before the end of the zone.  Again, the observed
behavior is inconsistent with the concept of a well mixed
zone.
To explain these results in light of the theoretical
model it is necessary to examine the original assumptions
made.  One principal assumption was that the depth of the
reverse flow or mixing zone is equal to the diameter of a
vortex and that beyond this depth no contaminant is drawn
back into the zone.  Another critical assumption was that
vortex shedding is the only mechanism of contaminant removal
from the zone and that the reverse motion of the vortex is
the only phenomenon responsible for pulling contaminant back
toward the object.
However, by observing the actual concentration versus
distance curves and comparing these to the zone depths as
visualized by test smoke one notices that smoke is pulled
back into the zone at distances well beyond the point at
which concentration drops to one half of its original value.
If the relatively uniform concentrations over distances of
six to eight inches (at low Re) are indications of a
reasonably well defined vortex, then it appears that the
actual mixing zone extends farther downstream than just the
diameter of a vortex and that perhaps some other mechanism
is moving contaminant around in the zone, causing
concentration gradients and pulling contaminant back into
the zone.  Considering the literature describing vortex
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formation, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that this
is the case.
Recall that the well defined, stable, laminar vortex
street occurs at Re much lower than any used in this
experiment.  A completely laminar vortex is observed at Re
less than 200, while the lowest Re for this experiment was
approximately 3500.  Above a Re of 200, the wake begins to
deterioriate into turbulence.  As Re increases, the point at
which the wake becomes turbulent moves back towards the
cylinder.  Thus, a laminar boundary layer exists out to a
certain distance, beyond which it undergoes transition to
turbulence.  Therefore, the boundary layer that is rolling
up into a vortex is becomming turbulent closer and closer to
the cylinder as Re increases, particularly at Re greater
than 1300.  At a Re of 50,000 the transition to turbulence
is almost to the shoulder of the cylinder [26].  Thus, at
this point, the boundary layers are turbulent almost as soon
as they are separated, even though the turbulent vortices
that are formed are still shed with a periodic frequency
[24].
Since all Re studied in this experiment are greater
than 1300, it is postulated that what is being observed is
that the region of a laminar boundary layer is undergoing
transition to turbulence at distances very close to the
cylinder and the vortices are becomming less well defined.
At the lower Re (cylinder at 54 fpm for example) a
relatively well mixed zone may be observed for six to eight
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inches.  This may be indicative of a reasonably well defined
vortex.  However, if it is indeed a somewhat stable vortex
that is causing the relatively uniform concentration (and K
factor of about one) out to say eight inches at this
velocity then one would expect to be able to use this
diatance as De in equation (16) and solve for concentration.
If this substitution is made, a concentration of
approximately 66 ppm is calculated.  When this is compared
to the measured value of 10.1 ppm (table (5)) it appears
that even though vortex shedding may be removing a portion
of the contaminant, some other contaminant removal process
is involved, even at the lower Re where stable vortices are
formed farther in front of the cylinder.
At higher Re, no such uniform concentration is observed
over any distance.  This is possibly because the boundary
layers and subsequent vortices are becomming turbulent very
close to the shoulder of the cylinder.
These conclusions are somewhat consistent with Bloor's
work [26] which demonstrated that for 2000 < Re < 8500 the
point of transition to turbulence decreases from 1.4 to 0.7
diameters downstream of the cylinder center.  For the length
scales in our experiment this would mean that at Re equal
2000, transition to turbulence occured approximately 8.4
inches downstream of the back edge of the cylinder.  This
distance decreased with increasing Re such that at Re equal
8500, transition to turbulence occurs approximately 2.4
inches downstream of the cylinder edge. On the other hand.
at 20,000 < Re < 45,000, Bloor reports that the flow
degenerates very suddenly to turbulence in less than one
radius downstream of the cylinder center.  For our
experiment this would mean that the boundary layer was
B
turbulent even before it passed the back edge of the
cylinder.
If the periodic shedding of stable vortices were the
only mechanism pulling contaminant back towards the object,
one would not expect the see the zone depth extend as far
downstream as was noted in the visualization of test smoke.
In fact, one might expect the zone to decrease as the
vortices deteriorated.  Therefore, some other mechanism must
be involved in the process of contaminant movement in the
turbulent mixing zone.  It is possible that this other
mechanism of contaminant transport within the zone is
turbulent diffusion.  In fact, many researchers studying the
transport of contaminant in the wake downstream of a bluff
body consider a turbulent diffusion parameter to be the most
important consideration [35,36,37,38,39].
If turbulent diffusion is the additional mechanism of
contaminant removal from the zone, then the K factor
calculated for the complete model is, in effect, accounting
for this mechanism.  This may explain the why the In K
versus Z/D plots gave much better relationships at higher Re
and why the complete model (including K factor) worked much
better at predicting zone concentrations at higher Re than
at lower Re.  At Re less than 10,000, vortex shedding may
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play a significant role in the flow rate of contaminant out
of the mixing zone.  Therefore, at these Re, the K factor,
which in effect is accounting for turbulent diffusion, does
not work as well at predicting the concentration (figures
(44) and (47)).  On the other hand, at Re greater than
10,000, turbulent diffusion may predominate since the
vortices are becomming more and more turbulent and thus the
model (including the K factor) predicts concentration within
the zone very nicely (figures (42), (43), (45), and (46)).
There are also indications in the literature that the
distance over which the turbulent zone entrains contaminant
may increase with increasing Re.  Gerrard [40] suggests that
the entrainment flow of the turbulent wake is governed
mainly by the length of the turbulent shear layer as it
crosses the axis of the wake and that this flow increases
with increasing Re.  Gerrard terms the thickness of this
shear layer the "diffusion length".  This could explain the
increasing zone depth with increasing Re observed with the
test smoke.
To summarize, it appears that the two crucial
assumptions involved in the development of the model are not
completely correct.  The distance downstream to which the
turbulent mixing zone extends seems to be greater than the
diameter of a vortex.  The turbulent wake appears to effect
contaminant concentrations in the zone at distances beyond
the region of vortex formation.  Consequently, the alternate
shedding of vortices do not appear to be the sole mechanism
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involved in removing contaminant from the mixing zone.
Perhaps at lower Re (less than 10,000) vortex shedding does
make a signifcant contribution but at higher Re (greater
than 10,000) turbulent mechanisms seem to dominate.
MANNEQUIN VERSUS MANNEQUIN AT 90 DEGREES
Consideration of breathing zone concentrations for the
mannequin with its back to the flow as compared to the
mannequin at 90 degrees with respect to flow emphasizes this
potential for the interaction of the reverse flow zone with
a contaminant source downstream.  The much higher
concentrations measured with the back to the flow shows that
the separated boundary layer can interact with the
contaminant source in such a way as to increase
concentrations in the breathing zone.  This experiment
demonstrates that in situations such as paint booths where a
worker is immersed in a uniform flow, a much higher level of
control can be achieved by standing beside the workpiece
than standing with the back to the flow with the workpiece




Before the complete model presented in table (12) is
ready for field use, it should be validated in the
laboratory at different velocities, object diameters, object
heights, and contaminant flow rates.  Of particular need is
a validation of the linear relationship between De/D and Re.
Several other points are needed to adequately describe this
relationship.  Additionally, the breakpoint of Re equals
10,000 between the high and low K factors should also be
validated.  There were large gaps between Re in this
experiment and these gaps must be filled in before the model
is considered generally applicable.
EFFECTS OF HANDS AND ARMS
As was noted throughout this report, the presence of
the hands and arms of the mannequin present both a
theoretical and practical problem.  In the plots of measured
concentration versus calculated concentration (figures (45)
through (47)) the effect of the arms and hands is obvious.
The possible presence of additional boundary layers around
the arms causes an effect on the mixing zone that could not
be accounted for in the present model.  When one considers
that in a practical situation with a worker in a spray paint
booth for example, not only would arms and hands be present
but would also be moving back and forth and changing
position.  Consideration of some means to incorporate these
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effects into the model is essential if this work is to
applied to actual situation in the workplace.
TURBULENT DIFFUSION EFFECTS
Since turbulent diffusion is suspected to be a
significant mechanism involved in the transport of
contaminants in turbulent wakes, it is desirable to
incorporate this process into the model in a meaningful,
theoretical way rather than to simply fit it to the data
with a mixing factor.  To do this it will be essential to
study the current literature on this subject to gain a more
thorough understanding of this phenomenon.  To proceed with
this research without attempting to account for turbulence
would seem to be unreasonable.
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STUDY OF CONCENTRATION DECREASE AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
Another entirely different approach to predicting
breathing zone concentration from LEV parameters is
suggested by noting the decrease in concentration as the
source moves farther and farther away from the sampling
probe.  Figures (48) through (59) illustrate log-log plots
of concentration versus absolute distance for the data
collected in this experiment.  [Absolute distance is defined
as the distance from the tip of the sampling probe to the
point source of contaminant.]  Note from these graphs that
there appears to be a reasonably strong inverse relationship
between log concentration and log distance.  Regression
lines give values for R squared ranging from 0.84 to 0.99.
The 95% confidence interval for the slopes of these
regression lines (table (12)) indicate that there is no
statistically significant difference between the slopes of
the lines at 54 fpm, 167 fpm, and 292 fpm for the cylinder
data.  The average value of the slope being approximately -
1.6.  Likewise for the mannequin data, slopes at all three
velocities are statistically the same with the exception of
the 49 fpm line from experiment two data.  For the mannequin
the average slope is about -2.4.  Thus, for a given object
geometry, the slope appears to be independent of velocity.
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TABLE 13
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR
THE SLOPES OF THE REGRESSION LINES
CYLINDER
EXPERIMENT VELOCITY
NUMBER rFPM) SLOPE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
1 54 -1.27 -1.61----0.92
2 54 -1.48 -1.72----1.25
1 167 -1.71 -1.83----1.59
2 167 -1.42 -1.92----0.92








NUMBER rFPM) SLOPE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
1 49 -2.35 -2.81----1.90
2 49 -1.72 -2.19----1.25
1 152 -2.74 -3.13 — -2.36
2 152 -2.48 -3.07----1.90
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P        DATA POINTS
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FIGURE 49
SF5 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
CYLINDER IN TUNNEL   292 FPM
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SF5 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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MANNEQUIN IN TUNNEL    152 FPM
D        DATA POINTS
LN ABSOLUTE DISTAN(£ (IN.)
+       REGRESSION POINTS
Regression Output;:
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FIGURE 53
SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
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FIGURE 54































CYUNDER IN TUNNEL   54 FPM
D        DATA POINTS LN ABSOLUTE DISTANCE (IN.)+        REGRESSION POINTS
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SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
CYUNDER IN TUNNEL    167 FPM
D        DATA POINTS
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SF5 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
CYUNDER IN TUNNEL   292 FPM
DATA POINTS
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SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
MANNEQUIN IN TUNNEL   49 FPM
D        DATA POINTS
LN ABSOLUTE DISTANCE (IN.)
+        REGRESSION POINTS
Regression Output:
Constant 5.970544
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SF6 CONCENTRATION VS. SOURCE DISTANCE
MANNEQUIN IN TUNNEL    152 FPM
HD,2
D        DATA POINTS
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FIGURE 59




















MANNEQUIN IN TUNNEL   265 FPM
D        DATA POINTS LN ABSOLUTE DISTANCE (IN.)ͣt-        REGRESSION POINTS
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These results suggest a possible relationship between
concentration and distance of the form:
(21)     Concentration = Ka/r'Kb
where r is the absolute distance and Ka and Kb are
constants.  Kb equals about 1.6 for the cylinder and about
2.4 for the mannequin according to the data from this
experiment.
Future research along these lines could concentrate on
Ka and Kb to determine the effect on these variables brought
about by changing various parameters such as object
geometry, velocity, and source flow rate.  The goal of this
research would be to develop a mathematical model that could
predict breathing zone concentration as a function of
distance and these other known parameters.
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COMMENTS REGARDING NON-UNIFORM FLOW
Another and even more theoretically complex problem
relating to the effect of the separated boundary layer on
breathing zone concentration is introduced when the flow
around the object is no longer uniform but is rather
accelerating.  This is the case in the majority of
industrial situations involving LEV.
Air flowing into a local exhaust hood is accelerating
rapidly as it approaches the hood, giving rise to a steep
acceleration gradient adjacent to the hood face.  The entire
field of flow into the hood begins to fall off quickly, even
at short distances away from the hood face.  The
acceleration and localized flow field phenomena were not
addressed in the uniform flow model.
Additionally, air flows into a hood from all
directions, causing velocity vectors in three dimensions as
opposed to the two dimensional uniform flow situation.
Therefore, the studies mentioned in this paper which
describe the wake downstream of a bluff body in uniform flow
are not directly applicable to a wake formed in an
accelerating flow.
Although not as well understood theoretically, a
separated boundary also occurs in accelerating flow around
an object, giving rise to a zone of reverse flow similar to
that in uniform flow.  The separation is caused by a similar
mechanism as that described for uniform flow; that is, the
decelerating boundary layer does not have enough energy to
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enter the area of increasing pressure on the downstream side
of the object and thus it separates.  However, in front of a
hood it would be expected that the additional acceleration
given to the air as it moves around the object would alter
the characteristics of the turbulent zone.  It is possible
that this additional acceleration given to the decelerating
boundary layer may act to decrease the size and influence of
this downstream vortical mixing zone [22].
A preliminary experiment was designed by Flynn [22] as
a first step in understanding the effect of this reverse
flow area on breathing zone concentrations of workers in
front of local exhaust hoods (accelerating flows).  The
basic set-up of the experiment is illustrated in figure
(60).
Basically, this experiment was designed to test the
effect of object size relative to hood size on the formation
of the reverse flow zone.  A smooth cylinder of diameter Do
was placed in front of a local exhaust hood of diameter Dh
on the hood centerline a distance z from the hood face.  The
hood was operated at flow rate Q.  A source of test smoke
(titanium tetrachloride as described previously) was also
placed on the centerline of the hood between the hood face
and the object.  As with uniform flow, when the smoke source
was close to the hood face, all the smoke was drawn directly












Dh = diameter of hood opening (inches)
Do = diameter of object placed in hood flowfield along
centerline (inches)
Q = volumetric flow into hood (cfm) based on calibrated
orifice plate
Vf = face velocity of hood (fpm)
z  = distance from hood face to object (inches)
s = distance from point of smoke generation to object when
smoke first begins to be drawn back toward object by
vortex (inches)
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cylinder, the smoke was pulled back towards the cylinder by
the reverse flow.  By moving the source slowly back and
forth,the point at which the smoke first began to be drawn
back toward the cylinder could be estimated.  This distance
from the source to the cylinder at which backflow starts to
occur is called s.  This was considered to be the depth of
the reverse flow zone.
Appendix V tabulates values of s for various
combinations of one hood diameter (6"), three cylinder
diameters (1.5", 6.0", and 12.0"), and five flow rates (1075
cfm, 995 cfm, 910 cfm, 810 cfm, and 700 cfm).  At higher
flow rates, values for s were measured at z distances
(centerline distance from cylinder to hood face) ranging
from 2" to 18".  However at lower flow rates, the z distance
ranged from 2" to only 10" because the influence of the hood
flow field does not extend as far away from the hood face
for the lower flow rates.
A complete analysis of the data contained in Appendix V
has not yet been conducted.  However, preliminary analysis
suggests that the size of the turbulent mixing zone may vary
as the size of the object relative to the size of the hood
varies.  Figures (61) and (62) illustrate s/Do versus z for
flow rates of 1075 cfm and 995 cfm respectively.  This
indicates that, relatively speaking, the size of the zone is
much larger when the object is small relative to the hood
diameter and becomes smaller as the object gets larger
relative to the hood.  This relationship holds true for the
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FIGURE 61
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FIGURE 62
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other flow rates as well.  In an industrial situation, the
effect of the reverse flow phenomenon on breathing
zoneconcentrations may be more significant for employees
working in front of a large hood as opposed to a smaller
hood.
Perhaps as the hood gets large relative to the object,
the zone formation approaches the uniform flow situation as
discribed previously whereas when the object is much larger
than the hood, most of the flow comes from the side rather
than around the object. However, this explanetion is
speculative. Much empirical and theoretical work is yet to
be done to adequately explain this phenomenon.
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APPENDIX I
CALIBRATION OF THE WILKS MIRAN-I GAS ANALYZER
INTRODUCTION
A Wilks Mobile Infrared Analyzer, Model 5652, was used
in this experiment to detect concentrations of the test gas.
The MIRAN is a portable, single beam spectrophotometer that
operates in the infrared region of the electromagnetic
spectrum.  It is equipped with a circular variable filter
which can scan the spectrum from 2.5 to 14.5 microns in
either a manual or an automatic mode.  The volume of the
Teflon coated sample cell is 5.5 liters and its base length
is 0.75 meters.  However, by using a system of gold coated
mirrors, pathlengths of up to 20.25 meters (in multiples of
0.75 meters) can be obtained.
The instrument is well suited for quantitative analysis
because of its ability to accurately measure sample
absorption at a particular wavelength.  Due to individual
molecular make-ups, each compound gives a unique absorption
pattern when a plot of transmission (or absorbance) versus
wavelength is obtained.  The most suitable specific
wavelength to use in the analysis of a particular compound
is determined from various factors such as strength of
absorption at that wavelength and resolution of the
transmission peak.  A table of optimum analytical
wavelengths for a host of compounds is published by the
manufacture of the instrument.  The most suitable pathlength
-^
to use for a certain concentration range can also be
determined from these tables.
The basic method of analysis is to measure the
transmission of infrared radiation through the sample cell
first with sample present and then with no sample in the
cell..  The ratio of these two measurements can be used to
find the concentration of sample.  This is typically
accomplished by injecting a series of known sample
concentrations into the cell and constructing a calibration
curve for the sample.  The calibration curve should be the
straight line predicted by the Beer-Lambert Law:
A = l/lo = e'^^^
where I = signal with sample
lo = signal with no sample
A = sample absorbance
1 = cell pathlength
c = sample concentration
°C= absorption coefficient (characteristic of sample
and units chosen for c and 1)
The concentration of sample in the cell should be
proportional to the reading on the absorbance scale of the
meter.
It should be noted that the linear relationship of the
Beer-Lambert Law breaks down at higher sample concentrations
as molecules begin to shield each other from the light
source.  This causes a flattening of the absorbance versus
concentration curve.
^
[The Wilks MIRAN Operations Manual was consulted as the
source for the general information included in this
Appendix]
PROCEDURE
For the purposes of this experiment, sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6) was selected as the test gas.  One
calibration curve was obtained for each of the following
concentration ranges; 0-1.5 ppm, 0-10 ppm, 0 - 100 ppm.
For the  0-1.5 ppm curve, sixteen points were obtained.
For both the 0-10 ppm and the 0 - 100 ppm curves, twelve
points each were plotted.
For each point a series of three injections of known
concentration of SF6 was made with a gas tight syringe.  The
absorbance was recorded for each injection.  The mean of the
three injections was taken as the average absorbance for
that concentration.  The sample cell was flushed completely
between each injection.
Attachments (1), (2), and (3) illustrate the
calibration curves for the ranges 0-1.5 ppm, 0-10 ppm,
and 0 - 100 ppm respectively.  Due to the curve flattening
phenomenon mentioned earlier, the latter two curves were
plotted as log concentration versus log absorbance in order
to obtain straight lines.  A linear regression was carried
out on the data so that equations for concentration as a
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APPENDIX II
CALIBRATION OF THE SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE fSF6) METERING SYSTEM
The flow rate of sulfur hexafluoride was measured by a
rotameter connected in line between the cylinder and the
diffuser.  The system was calibrated by inserting the
diffuser into the end of a short section of rubber hose.
The other end of the hose was placed over an inverted 50 ml
buret (soap bubble meter).  Thus, the flow rate of SF6
through the rotameter was calibrated with the same system as
used in the experiment.  Please note attachment (1) for a
schematic of the system.  The rotameter calibration curve is
provided as attachment (2).
y.
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APPENDIX III
DESCRIPTION OF THE METROSONICS dl-714 ANALOG DATALOGGER
INTRODUCTION
The voltage output of the MIRAN was logged and
integrated by a Metrosonics dl - 714 Analog Datalogger.  The
Datalogger is a multi-purpose, microcomputer based
instrument capable of logging voltage, current, and/or
temperature data.  The Datalogger has a variety of features
and functions.  The features utilized in this project will
be briefly described.
PROGRAMMABLE CHANNEL INPUT
The Datalogger can be programmed in either a four
channel differential mode or an eight channel single ended
mode.  That is, it can simultaneously receive input from
four or eight sources.  Each channel may be programmed
independently to receive voltage, amperage, or temperature
data (such as from a thermocouple).  For this project, only
one channel was utilized. The Datalogger was set to match
the MIRAN output of 0 - 1 volt.
PROGRAMMABLE LOGGING PERIOD
The logging period is the period of time during which
the Datalogger is actually recording samples.  In the manual
logging mode, the Datalogger begins logging when the
LOG/STBY key is pressed and ceases logging when it is
pressed again.  In the autostop logging mode, the Datalogger
is programmed to log samples for a specific user defined
time period and then automatically stop.
PROGRAMMABLE SAMPLING RATE
The sampling rate is the rate at which samples are
recorded when the Datalogger is in the logging mode.  The
programmable options are: 2/sec, 1/sec, 4/min, l/^in, 4/hr,
and 1/hr.
PROGRAMMABLE AVERAGING PERIOD
Perhaps the most useful feature of the Datalogger is
its ability to average the samples recorded over a
programmable period of time.  The averaging period can be
programmed in one second intervals anywhere from one second
to twelve hours.  During the averaging period the Datalogger
considers each sample taken, averages them, and reports a
minimum, maximum, and average value for that period.
EXAMPLE
To illustrate the above mentioned features, consider
the following parameters as programmed in this experiment:
Sampling Rate:  1/sec
Averaging Period:  10 sec
Logging Time: 10 minutes
For these values, the Datalogger records MIRAN output
for ten minutes once the LOG/STBY key is depressed.  During
that ten minutes the Datalogger samples and records the
MIRAN output every second.  For every ten second period
during that ten minutes (a total of 60 periods) the
Datalogger will have ten values that it has recorded, one
for each second.  It will average these samples and report
the minimum, maximum, and average values.
SAMPLE OUTPUT
When the appropriate software is used, the Datalogger
can "dump" the recorded data into a personal computer for a
subsequent hard copy report. The following report types are
available; overall statistics, time history, amplitude
distribution, raw data, and multiple channel.
For this project, the time history report was the most
useful.  This report gives the minimum, maximum, and average
values for each averaging period of the logged data. A
graphical representation is also provided by the computer
which graphs a minus (-) sign for the period's minimum
value, a plus (+) sign for the period's maximiim period, and
an asterisk (*) for the period's average value.  The graph's
accuracy and resolution depend on the variation (spread) of
the test data.  Please note attachment (1) for an example of
a time history report.
"TEST START DATE:
"TEST START TIME:
"  TEST LOCATION:
"  EMPLOYEE NAME:
"EMPLOYEE NUMBER:
DEPARTMENT:
^j^~iMMENT   FIELD    1:
W'MMENT   FIELD   2:
"      NUMERIC   CODES:
08/03/1988"
13:30"
CHADYRU - PUBI..IC HEALTH"
DENNIS K. GEORGE"
419-aB-t-J297"
ESE ~ INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE"
REPEAT OF CYLINDER AT 150"
SF6 FLOW = 15"
"METROSONICS dl~714 SN 1222 VI.8 11/87"
"CURRENT DATE:  08/04/89"
"CURRENT TIME:  08:41:44"
"TEST STARTING DATE:    8/ 3/88"
"TEST STARTING TIME:   13:31:21"
"ELAPSED TIME:    0 DAYS  0:50: 0"
"SAMPLE RATE:  1/sec"
TIME HISTORY FOR CHANNEL 1
CALIBRATION POINTS
0. 0000  V —
1.0000  V =
ALARM VALUES
LOWER:  1.192E-07 ???
UPPER:  1.192E~07 ???
0.0000
1.0000




































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENT ONE - CYLINDER
54 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant













EXPERIMENT ONE - MANNEQUIN
152 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant










Std Err of Coef,
-0.89865
0.191610
EXPERIMENT ONE ~ CYLINDER
292 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 1.










Std Err of Coef,
-0.66066
0.055874
EXPERIMENT TWO - CYLINDER
54 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Outputs
Constant. 3.313068
Std Err of Y Est 0.314470
R Squared 0.766993
Ho.    of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s)  -0.46364
Std Err of Coef,  0.090349
EXPERIMENT ONE - CYLINDER
l<b7 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2,710482
Std Err of Y Est 0.354691
R Squared 0.814014
No- of Observations 13
Degrees of Freedom il
X Coefficient(s)  -0.60879
Std Err of Coef,  0.087740
EXPERIMENT ONE - MANNEQUIN
265 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Con st an t 2.201013
Std Err of Y Est 0,604198
R Squared 0,702925
No. of Observations 13
Degrees of F'reedom 11
X Coe-ff icient (s)  -0.76251
Std Err of Coef.  0.149461
EXPERIMENT ONE - MANNEQUIN
49 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 5,060071
Std Err of Y Est 0.413796
R Squared 0.882762
No. of Observations 11
Degrees of Freedom 9
X Coefficient(s)  -1.39697
Std Err of Coef.  0.169698
EXPERIMENT TWO - CYLINDER
167 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2.482728
Std Err of Y Est 0,211916
R Squared 0,899092
No- of Observations 10
Degrees o-f Freedom 8
X Coefficient's)  -0.51403
Std Err of Coef.  0.060884
EXPF£RIMEIMT   ONE   -   CYLINDER
292   FF'II       INITIAL   CONC.    AS   Co
Regression Output:
Constant 1.810686
Std Err o-f Y Est 0.225870
R Squared 0.927061
No. o+ Observation 13
Degrees o-f Freedom 11
X Coe-f-f i ci ent (s)  -0.66066
Std Err of Coef-  0.055874
EXPERIMENT ONE -- CYLINDER
54 FPM  MAX IHUM CONC, AS Co
Regression Outputs
Constant












Std Err of Coef.
EXPERIMENT ONE - MANNEQUIN
152 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 4.272520
Std Err of Y Est 0.397921
R Squared 0,917495
No. of Observations 11
Degrees of Freedom 9
X Coef fici ent (s)  --1.63257
Std Err of Coef.  0,163188
EXPERIMENT TWO - CYLINDER
292 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
F;egre5sion Output:
Constant 2.410440
Std Err of Y Est       ,    0.254802
R Squared 0.911868
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s)  -0.66603
Std Err of Coef.  0.073206
EXPERIMENT ONE - MANNEQUIN
49 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Outputs
Constant





Std Err of Coef.
EXPERIMENT ONE -













Std Err of Y Est 0.267357
R Squared 0,892396
No. of Observations 12
Degrees of Freedom 10
X Coefficient<s)  -0.76992
Std Err of Coef,  0.084543
EXPERIMENT ONE ~ MANNEQUIN
265 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output;
Constant 4. lOr










Std Err of Coef.
-1.56739
0,116536
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
49 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant










Std Err of Coef.
-0.47460
0.149630
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
152 FF'M  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2.337873
Std Err of Y Est 0,744445
R Squared 0„554721
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s)  -0.67521
Std Err of Coef.  0.213883
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
292 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2.410440
Std Err of Y Est 0.254802
R Squared 0.911868
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s)  -0,66603
Std Err of Coef.  0.073206
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
265 FPM  INITIAL CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2.190597
Std Err of Y Est 0.841548
R Squared 0.543977
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient<s)  -0.74690
Std Err of Coef.  0.241782
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
49 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant




















EXPERIMENT TWO - CYLINDER
54 FPM  MAXIMUM CONG. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 3.943893
Std Err of Y Est 0.128772
R Squared 0.960585
No. of Observations S
Degrees of Freedom 6
X Coef f i c i en t < s >  -0.77063
Std Err of Coef.  0.063728
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
152 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Outputs
Constant





Std Err of Coef.
EXPERIMENT TWO - CYLINDER
167 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 2.482728
Std Err of Y Est 0.211916
R Squared 0.899092
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s)  -0.51403
Std Err of Coef.  0.060884
EXPERIMENT TWO - MANNEQUIN
265 FPM  MAXIMUM CONC. AS Co
Regression Output:
Constant 3.775568
Std Err of Y Est 0.585499
R Squared 0.818931
No, of Observations 8
Degrees of Freedom 6
X Coefficient(s)  -1.50944
Std Err of Coef.  0.289761
APPENDIX V
RAW DATA FROM CYLINDER AND HOOD EXPERIMENT
*
Dh (in.)  Q (c-fm) Do (in.)  z (in.) s (in. )
6 1075 1.5 2 0.438
h 1075 1.5 3 0.563
6 1075 1.5 4 0.375
6 1075 1.5 5 0.625
h 1075 1.5 6 0.5
6 1075 1.5 7 0.625
6 1075 1.5 8 0.625
6 1075 1.5 9 0.689
6 1075 1.5 10 0.875
6 1075 1.5 12 1
6 1075 1.5 14 0.875
6 1075 1.5 16 1
6 1075 1.5 18 1
6 1075 6 3 0.5
6 1075 6 4 0.625
6 1075 6 5 0.75
6 1075 6 6 0.75
6 1075 6 7 0.813
6 1075 6 8 0.813
6 1075 6 9 1.125
6 1075 6 10 1.125
6 1075 & 12 1.125
6 1075 6 14 1.25
6 1075 6 16 1
6 1075 12 3 0.813
6 1075 12 4 0.75
6 1075 12 5 0.875
6 1075 12 6 0.813
6 1075 12 7 0.938
6 1075 12 8 0.875
6 1075 12 9 0.813
6 1075 12 10 1
6 1075 12 12 0.938
6 1075 12 14 0.875
6 995 1.5 2 0.75
6 995 1.5 3 0.688
6 995 1.5 4 0.625
6 995 1.5 5 0.813
6 995 1.5 6 0.875
6 995 1.5 7 0.813
6 995 1.5 8 0.875
6 995 1.5 9 0.875
6 995 1.5 10 0.938
6 995 1.5 12 0.938
6 995 1.5 14 0.875
6 995 6 3 0.688
6 995 6 4 0.75
6 995 6 5 0.875













































































































































































































14 1 . 063
0.813
3 0.75
4 0. 75
5 0.75
6 0.75
7 0.75
8 0.875
9 1
^p^
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
h
6
6
6
6
6
h
6
6
6
6
t)
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
h
6
6
6
6
6
h
b
6
6
6
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
1.5
1.5
1.5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1.5
1.5
1.5
1„5
1.5
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
. .J
.5
.5
.5
,5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
a
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10 ͣ 0.875
12 1. 063
14 1. 188
y. 0,75
4 0.75
5 0.813
6 0.813
7 0,875
8 0.875
9 0.875
10 0. 938
12 1. 063
14 1.25
3 0.75
4 0.875
5 0.875
6 0.813
7 0.813
8 1
9 0.875
r^ 0.813
-^r 0.625
4 0.813
5 0.875
6 1
7 0.875
8 0. 75
9 0.875
10 1
12 0,625
14 0.688
3 0.875
4 0.875
5 1. 125
6 1. 125
7 1
8 0. 938
9 1.125
10 1. 063
12 1. 125
14 1
3 0.75
4 0, 75
5 0,75
6 0.938
7 0.875
a 0.875
9 0.875
10 0,75
m
